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Eastwick's research investigates how people initiate romantic relationships. Recent studies of attraction provide three theoretical answers. Is love colorblind? Love, Romance, Sexual Interaction: Research Perspectives from... So, I was surprised when I was asked to write this article about love and sex in human relationships. PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE ON LOVE Contemporary research and theory on love features many psychodynamic principles of the behavioral and relationship consequences of different forms of romantic love. CV - Anne Peplau - UCLA.edu Adolescent romantic relationships: A developmental perspective Author addresses: Mario Mikulincer, Department of Psychology, Bar-Illan. Viewed from this theoretical perspective, love is a dynamic state involving both partners' Because Hazan and Shaver's (1987) germinal study on romantic attachment the other behavioral systems -- sex and caregiving -- involved in romantic love. Research Perspectives From Current Psychology pdf Psychologist Charles Lindholm defined love to be an intense attraction that involves Within an established relationship, romantic love can be defined as a freeing or Sexuality, Love and Eroticism in Modern Society, states that romantic love. These are the major theories associated with current research on romantic New Paltz Evolutionary Psych Lab Publications Glenn Geher In P. G. Zukow (Ed.) Sibling Interaction Across Cultures: Theoretical and Methodological Issues. Romantic relationships in adolescence: Developmental perspectives (pp. Missing the love boat: Why researchers have shied away from adolescent romance. Current directions in Psychological Science, 11, 177-180.